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A DATA REDUCTION TECHNIQUE AND ASSOCIATED COMPUTER
PROGRAM FOR OBTAINING VEHICLE ATTITUDES WITH
A SINGLE ONBOARD CAMERA
By Richard J. Bendura and Philip G. Renfroe*
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
A detailed discussion of the application of a previously developed method to deter-
mine vehicle flight attitude using a single camera onboard the vehicle is presented with
emphasis on the digital computer program format and data reduction techniques. Appli-
cation requirements include film and Earth-related coordinates of at least two landmarks
(or features), location of the flight vehicle with respect to the Earth, and camera charac-
teristics. Included in this report are a detailed discussion of the program input and out-
put format, a computer program listing, a discussion of modifications made to the initial
method, a step-by-step basic data reduction procedure, and several example applications.
The computer program is written in FORTRAN IV language for the Control Data .6000
series digital computer.
INTRODUCTION
A postflight photogrammetric method was previously devised for determining a con-
tinuous history of vehicle flight attitudes (Euler angles) using only film data from a single
onboard camera along with a ground track of the vehicle. A discussion of method
requirements, assumptions, mathematical relationships, and results is presented in ref-
erence 1. The method is based on work presented in references 2 and 3. Results from
other applications and comparisons with statistical trajectory reconstruction techniques
are included in references 4 to 6. However, detailed discussions of method application
or data reduction system capabilities are not included in the reference documents.
Numerous inquiries have been received concerning method application, particularly from
the standpoint of computer programing. In addition, several modifications to the program
which make the method more versatile and streamline its use have been made for appli-
cation to the Viking Balloon Launched Decelerator Test (BLDT) program data reduction
Philip G. Renfroe is associated with LTV Aerospace Corporation, Hampton
Technical Center, Hampton, Virginia.
(refs. 4 and 5). The purpose of this paper is to present details concerning method appli-
cation, including an updated program listing and example applications, and to discuss
current capabilities and restrictions of the associated Langley Research Center data
reduction system. This paper is intended as a user's guide for future applications of
the method.
SYMBOLS
Measurements are presented in both SI units and U.S. Customary Units. The
measurements and calculations were made in U.S. Customary Units.
c focal length of camera
h height above sea level of camera, meters (feet)
I point in image space
K constant of proportionality between object space coordinate system and
image space coordinate system
n number of observations
Q point in object space
R geocentric earth radius, meters (feet)
X,Y, Z object space coordinate axes with origin at focal point; also, distance along
these axes, meters (feet)
X,Y, Z distance from origin of geocentric coordinate axes, meters (feet)
XE,YE,ZE Earth-fixed axis system
Xj,Yp Zj image space coordinate axes with origin at focal point
x,y measured image coordinates in image space coordinate system
x ,y coordinates of point of intersection between focal plane and focal axes in
image space coordinate system; center of frame
a,(3 angles of attack in pitch and yaw, respectively, degrees
ACT change in attitude angle, degrees
e error in x
e error in y
rj total angle of attack, degrees
A longitude of camera measured positive east from Greenwich, degrees
directional cosines of image space coordinate system relative to object
space coordinate system
Vl,V2>a3 camera azimuth, pitch, and roll Euler angles relative to Earth-fixed axes,
degrees
$ geodetic latitude of camera measured positive north, degrees
$' geocentric latitude of camera measured positive north, degrees
!/<•,#, 0 vehicle yaw, pitch, and roll Euler angles relative to Earth-fixed axes,
degrees
Subscripts:
i for camera i = 1 and for object space points i = 2, . . ., n + 1
o initial conditions
S vehicle or spacecraft
Superscript:
T denotes transpose of matrix
CAMERA-VEHICLE ORIENTATION METHOD
In order to determine the orientation of a flight vehicle (or spacecraft) with respect
to the Earth by using this photogrammetric method, the following information is required:
location of at least two landmarks on each frame of the film, Earth-related coordinates
of these landmarks, location of the flight vehicle with respect to Earth (as determined by
radar, for example), orientation of the camera within the vehicle, camera focal length,
and lens distortion characteristics. Atmospheric refraction corrections are not included
because these corrections would have been insignificant for previous applications.
Digital computer techniques can then be applied to determine the relationship between
the two coordinate systems defined by the film frame (image space) and the Earth (object
space). For the convenience of the potential user, the mathematics of the relationship
(taken directly from ref. 1) are included as appendix A.
Modifications
For the previous applications of the method, two separate digital computer pro-
grams were employed to operate on the raw data (image space identification points read
from the film) before the final camera or vehicle orientation angles (Euler angles, figs. 1
and 2) were determined. Also a third program was required to operate on the vehicle
Euler angle (i//,0,$) data and produce vehicle angles (ot,p,ii) relative to the wind. In the
modified version, presented in this paper, the three programs have been combined into
one without any reduction in data output and with significant improvement in user and
computer efficiency. The new version also includes simplified input-output procedures
and a multiple job processing capability. Another significant modification, to be dis-
cussed in the following section, involves converting unknown surface features or non-
permanent objects appearing on the film into usable "landmarks."
Method Application
Application of the method is discussed in terms of procedures by use of the basic
data reduction and computer systems currently available at the NASA Langley Research
Center and as used to determine test vehicle motions from the Viking Balloon Launched
Decelerator Test (BLDT) Program (refs. 4 and 5).
Landmark selection.- The initial, and frequently very difficult, step encountered
when using this technique involves identifying distinct features on the film (1) which
appear on a sufficient number of frames and (2) the geodetic coordinates of which can be
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Figure 1.- Camera Euler angles.
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Figure 2.- Vehicle Euler angles.
determined. For many applications the user has little control over what Earth-related
features will be photographed during flight and must instead work with what the film data
offer. Many hours can be spent matching a series of features appearing on the film with
the corresponding features on a topographical map so that their coordinates can be deter-
mined. A feature whose coordinates have been identified is considered a landmark.
Often, because of the flight trajectory and vehicle motions, a landmark may appear
only on a relatively small number of frames. On the other hand, features appearing on
the film which cannot be identified on a map may be visible for a relatively long period of
time. Such nonpermanent features as clouds, ground vehicles, and ships might fit this
category if they were slowly moving with respect to the camera frame rate (that is, quasi-
stationary). The program has been modified to allow the user the flexibility to process
several "trial" coordinates (latitude, longitude, and altitude) for a single feature in one
computer run; this procedure allows for a quick iterative solution of its actual location.
The user can accomplish this determination of the location by comparing vehicle Euler
angle results obtained by using only known landmarks with those obtained by using both
known landmarks and features. Solving for the coordinates of the feature readily follows
and permits the feature to be used as a known landmark in other frames of the film where
actual landmarks are not distinguishable.
In applying this option, the iteration procedure is initiated by first estimating the
location of the feature and running a series of latitudes about that estimation. By com-
paring the resultant Euler angles with the values from the known landmarks, the best lati-
tude is obtained. A series of longitudes is then processed at that latitude; as a result, a
best estimate of longitude is obtained. The best estimate of altitude is established in a
similar manner. With these new altitude and longitude values, the process can be
repeated to define the latitude more accurately and, subsequently, the longitude and alti-
tude parameters. The landmarks defined in this manner may be used to find the coordi-
nates of other quasi-static features during other parts of the data period. Application of
this option permits obtaining vehicle orientation data for time periods when no true land-
marks are in view of the camera.
As previously stated, a minimum of two landmarks is required for each frame.
Theoretically, no limits are required on the maximum number but satisfactory results
have been obtained by using from two to six landmarks, three landmarks being the pre-
ferred number. The current computer program in use at Langley Research Center is
set up with a six landmark maximum.
Basic data reduction.- The basic data consist of film (image space) coordinates of
the selected landmarks (or features to be converted to landmarks) with respect to the
center of the frame. The basic data are punched on digital computer cards.
By using the Gerber film reading system employed at the Langley Research Center,
the basic data are obtained as follows: First, the processed film from the onboard
vehicle camera is inserted into a film reading system capable of providing coordinates
for either 16-mm, 35-mm, or 70-mm film. The film reader magnifies a 16-mm frame
image to dimensions of approximately 26.7 cm by 37.3 cm (10.5 in. by 14.7 in.) and pro-
vides coordinate readings to the nearest 0.00254 cm (0.001 in.) on the enlarged image.
The film reading system is coupled with a visual-display electronic digitizer, a card
punch, and an electronically operated typer (data typewriter). The card punch produces
the basic data deck and the typer provides a record which can be used to determine
rapidly whether any gross reading or film reading system errors exist. Then a manually
controlled pair of crosshairs located on the film reader are consecutively alined on each
corner (or other fiducial point) of the frame. These crosshairs also drive the digitizer.
The coordinates and other reference information displayed on the digitizer are next
recorded by both the card punch and typer by the user pressing a foot switch. For
accuracy purposes, each reading is taken three times. The software is employed to
average the three readings for each of the four corners of the frame and subsequently to
determine the coordinates of the frame center. In the same manner the film coordinates
of each landmark are obtained.
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The computer program (Program VOPD; Library No. A4424) used at the Langley
Research Center is written in Fortran IV and is set up for a CDC 6600 series computer.
For applications utilizing an average of three to four landmarks per frame, computer
running time has averaged 0.17 second/frame. The basic data deck contains the film
coordinates of the landmarks obtained as previously discussed. The control data
include geodetic coordinates of the landmarks, vehicle trajectory data, and camera
characteristics.
Program VOPD is the main program. It calls subroutines TGTCAM and ALPBET
for auxiliary calculations. A flow diagram for VOPD which indicates the basic calcula-
tion procedure follows and a computer listing of the program is given in appendix B.
Computer library routines MATINV and FTLUP are called by VOPD and are described
in appendices C and D, respectively.
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The following section gives a summary of the basic program operations and is
followed by a more in-depth input-output discussion of the control data format and some
sample program applications.
General Operation
The program operates under the following general steps:
(1) The control data and basic data are read
(2) The frame center and each landmark location on the frame is computed and
stored on a disk for each frame of the basic data deck
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(3) All landmarks are transformed from the geodetic to the geocentric coordinate
system and stored in core
(4) Each frame of data is then processed as follows:
(a) The first frame is read from the disk and compared with the control data
to determine whether it is to be ignored or whether any landmarks are
to be ignored
(b) The object space landmarks are converted to their image space coordi-
nates and lens distortion corrections are computed
(c) The camera Euler angles are solved and compared with the initial esti-
mates from the control deck
(d) Through an iterative process using the new Euler angles as a starting
point, the final Euler angles are obtained when a sufficiently small
change is detected
(e) These camera angles are then converted to the vehicle-oriented values,
and by using the meteorological and trajectory data of the control deck,
the vehicle angle-of-attack components are computed and printed
(5) At the completion of all frames of the basic data deck, the program returns to
the input group specified by the control deck for further processing.
An initial estimate of camera Euler angles is necessary to start the iteration pro-
cedure. For the first frame, the initial estimates should be in or adjacent to the quad-
rant of the final solution to obtain satisfactory convergence within the 22 iterations pro-
vided for in the program. For subsequent frames, initial estimates are taken as the
results of the previous frame.
Program Usage
Basic data card format.- As previously discussed, the basic data consist of film
coordinates of the selected landmarks with respect to the center of the frame. The basic
data card should include, as a minimum, these data and the information specified in the
program control-data deck. For program VOPD, this information includes landmark
number and frame number. A separate card is required for each of the three readings
of each point, whether it is a fiducial point or landmark. Four separate fiducial points
are required for each frame. Thus, a frame with six landmarks would require 30 basic
data computer cards.
The basic data card should also contain the information required for identification
and review, and also, as an aid for determination of possible reading or system errors.
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The format used in the most recent Langley applications is listed in appendix E. Also
included in appendix E is a typical sequence of steps employed in reading a frame.
Control data format.- For the convenience of the potential user, program VOPD
has been divided into distinctive input and output groups of control data cards. Detailed
descriptions in computer terminology of the input for each group are included in appen-
dix F. These descriptions include such information as column location, parameter sym-
bols, parameter description, the number of cards in each group, parameter units, and
input format. The following discussion, summarizing the information in each group, is
in the order in which each group appears in the deck, and should be reviewed in conjunc-
tion with the more detailed information given in appendix F.
Group 1 contains a table of camera lens distortion compared with radial distance
from the lens center. These values are used for, correcting the landmark image space
coordinates and are obtained from camera calibration data.
Group 2 is a title card to annotate each page of output. A "1" must be punched in
column 1 to operate the carriage control on the printer and any descriptive information
can be punched in columns 2 to 80.
Group 3 consists primarily of data describing the conversion of camera Euler
angles to vehicle Euler angles and is strictly a function of the relative orientation between
the camera and vehicle axes. To solve for vehicle attitude angles accurately, it is essen-
tial to know the exact orientation between the camera and vehicle axes. The numbers of
values in the vehicle trajectory table (group 7) and wind table (group 4) are also required
in group 3. The conversion data for camera to vehicle Euler angles are the coefficients
of the equations defined in the input description (appendix F). Camera and vehicle Euler
angles are shown in figures 1 and 2, respectively.
Group 4 is a group of cards each containing an altitude and the corresponding hori-
zontal wind components. The span of altitudes in this group must at least include the
altitude span of the vehicle trajectory group (group 7). These data are required only for
angle-of-attack and velocity calculations.
Group 5 lists the number of landmarks in the basic data deck, the number of frames
of data in the basic data deck, and the number of values in the time-frame table (group 6).
The remaining spaces on this first card and all the spaces on the following cards in this
group, as many as necessary, comprise a table consisting of the number of landmarks
for each frame. These numbers are listed in the order corresponding to the frame
sequence in the basic data deck.
Group 6 consists of a set of cards each listing the frame number and an associated
time. This group must at least include the frames in the basic data deck. For a constant
frame rate camera, only two values are needed for this group.
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Group 7 lists the vehicle trajectory data. The origin for this trajectory infor-
mation is described in group 8. Each card of group 7 contains vehicle flight time,
associated vehicle position (X, Y, and Z locations) and velocity, and altitude above
mean sea level (MSL). This set of data must encompass the time span of the basic data
deck.
Group 8 contains the following data on one card: camera focal length; the origin of
the vehicle trajectory coordinate system consisting of geodetic latitude, longitude, and
the Earth radius to this origin; and the initial estimates of the camera Euler angles.
These initial estimates are used to initiate the iteration on the Euler angles for the first
frame of each basic data deck. Subsequent frames employ results from the previous
frame to initiate Euler angle iterations.
Group 9 lists the landmarks and their locations. This group includes all the land-
marks read from the film using the same landmark identification numbers as used in the
basic data deck. Geodetic latitude, longitude, and altitude for each landmark are listed
on each card along with the landmark identification number.
Group 10 indicates the number of frames from which specific landmarks are to be
ignored. This value is, in effect, the number of group 11 cards. Landmarks are ignored
when it is suspected that either their frame coordinates or Earth coordinates have been
incorrectly identified.
Group 11 consists of a number of cards as specified in group 10 which lists the
frames and landmarks which are to be ignored for these frames. To ignore the entire
frame, an option is also included as described in appendix E.
Group 12 defines the following two parameters: First, the input group to which the
program returns after processing all frames of the basic data deck. This information
allows the user to stack jobs by returning to any input group except 11 and by adding
behind the basic data deck only that input group and those following the one specified.
Additional data in group 12 consist of the landmark number of any landmarks which are
to be ignored in calculations for all frames of the basic data deck and eliminates the
necessity for a long group 11 table.
After these groups of cards, the basic data deck is inserted and appears only once
in the deck setup. For subsequent processing, the basic data deck is automatically
stored on the disk and need not be repeated. The information read from the basic data
deck are the landmark number, its coordinates on the frame (x, y), and the frame num-
ber. The landmark number is zero for the four fiducial (frame corners) points.
Program output is listed by groups in appendix G and contains such information as
parameter description, symbols, and units.
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EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS
For a better understanding of program application, several example cases taken
from BLDT applications are presented with the corresponding program input and output
format (for one frame only) presented in appendix H. Example case inputs are divided
into the previously discussed input groups (appendix F) and may be referred to for clari-
fication. For all cases, input group 12 provides instructions to the program to be imple-
mented upon completion of the existing case. Program output consisting of a single
frame for all cases is included collectively after the program input for all cases.
Case 1.- This example represents a_n application where 24 frames are processed
(only one frame is presented) and where no question exists concerning landmark loca-
tion. All 12 input groups, as defined in appendix F, and the basic data deck are included.
Three landmarks, identified as landmarks 65, 66, and 67, are used and their coordinates
are listed in input group 9. As indicated in group 10, no landmarks 'are to be ignored.
Group 12 provides instructions to the program upon completion of case 1.
Case 2.- Case 2 is a repeat of case 1 except that one landmark (landmark 65) was
ignored because there was some question about its exact location on the film. The inputs
for all groups, except group 12, are the same as those for case 1.
By comparing the outputs of cases 1 and 2, a difference of about 1° can be seen
for fy and 0 with little change in 9. By ignoring landmark 65, the residuals are
slightly less for case 2 than for case 1. This result indicates that the results from
case 2 may be more accurate than the results from case 1 and that the coordinates of
landmark 65 may be in error.
Case 3.- Case 3 is similar to case 2 except that the latitude of landmark 66 was
changed from 32°50' to 32°50.3'. (See group 9.) The inputs for all groups, except
groups 9, 10, and 12, are the same as those for cases 2 and 1. Case 3 illustrates a
typical iteration to define the object space (Earth) coordinates of a previously unknown
landmark to convert a feature on the film to a usable landmark. The results of this
iteration show a slight improvement in residuals over case 2 and about a 1° change in
4/ and 0.
Case 4.- This case illustrates the combined approach of completely ignoring
frame 55 and ignoring landmark 69 for several frames (frames 60 and 65) as instructed
through input group 11. This case is independent of the previous three and requires a
different set of input data. For this case, the output for frames 60 and 65 are presented.




Details of application of a previously devised photogrammetric method to deter-
mine a time history of vehicle flight attitudes have been included in this paper. Emphasis
has been placed on the techniques involved in reducing the raw photographic data to com-
puter inputs in Fortran IV language and on the computer techniques and programs
involved in obtaining vehicle flight attitude results. Also discussed are the major pro-
gram modifications which allow faster data reduction and permit the user to determine
the Earth-related coordinates of unknown or nonpermanent features appearing on the
film.
* '
f\ ' ~ •
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Hampton, Va., May 3, 1974.
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APPENDIX A
PHOTOGRAMMETRIC DETERMINATION OF CAMERA ORIENTATION
In order to describe adequately how the camera orientation can be determined, it is
necessary to define the coordinate systems in which observations are made. The coordi-
nate system in which the position of observed points are known and in which the camera
is oriented is called the object space. The coordinate system composed of the camera
focal plane and focal axis and in which image coordinates are measured is the image




The relationship in equations (Al) can be derived with the aid of figure 3. Let Q(X,Y,Z)
be a point in the object space, then the image of Q will be l(Xj,Yj,Zj) in the image
space. Since the origins of the two coordinate systems coincide for all practical pur-
poses, the following transformation describes the coordinates of Q relative to the image
space
= K (A2)
where K is a constant of contraction. In equations (A2) dividing the first and second
equations by the third equation removes the constant K and gives
X j X + f Z Y +
(A3)
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APPENDIX A - Continued
DIOPOSITIVE
FOCAL PLANE Q ( X , Y , Z )
FOCALPOINT




and multiplying both sides of equations (A3) by c gives
V - V = cl
P
(A4)
Equations (A4) are identical to equations (Al).
For each known point in the object space there exist two equations (Al) relating the
object space to the image space. The directional cosines A,, pi., v*, . . ., of the
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APPENDIX A - Continued
image space axes relative to the object space axes can be expressed in terms of three
angles CT,, o^, and o^. Consequently, these angles can be used to describe the orien-
tation of the camera coordinate system relative to the object space coordinate system.
To obtain the directional cosines, consider three successive rotations through the
angles a-,, o ,^, an(* 3- using figure 3 and imposing a constant of contraction for
the camera, the following transformation is obtained:
y- y. = K
-cos CTJ cos CTO - sin CTJ sin CT« sin CT, sin a, cos a, - cos CT, sin <j_ sin a« cos CT~ sin CT,
cos ffj sin CTJ - sin a^ sin-a, cos
sin a, cos
cos a~ cos a
cos a. cos cr-
= K
This equation is equivalent to equation (A2).
The Least-Squares Solution
The solution of equations (Al) contains six parameters which under theoretical
conditions are constants. These parameters are x , y , c, crj, o^* anc* 03 of which
xp, y , and c are measured independently for this experiment and are not unknowns in
the solution. A solution of equations (Al) for a*, ov,, an<^ CT3 can be found with two
properly chosen observations. Associated with x and y in equations (Al) are errors
e and e. Since these errors exist, a computational method is needed which yields the
best possible results with all the information available. The method of least squares
which is described subsequently uses a minimum error criterion and has been used in
the data reduction for this investigation.
In general, equations (Al) with the associated errors can be written as
(A5)
where. F and F are nonlinear functions of at and in order to find a solution they
must be linearized. Expanding equations (A5) in a Taylor's series about a nominal set
O:
 o and dropping the higher order terms results in the following linear approximations:
i = *i - *i,o = bil(al - ffl,o) + bi2(CT2 - a2,o) + bi3(a3 - CT3,o) + ei
i = *i - ^,0 = Bil(al - al,o) + Bi2(CT2 - a2,o) + Bi3(a3 - a3,o) + Fi
(A6)
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equations (A6) can be put in the following form:
3
(i = 1, , . ., n)
(i = 1, . . ., n)
(A7)
For further considerations the linear equations (A7) corresponding to the ith observation
are expressed in matrix notation









APPENDIX A - Continued
Then for n observations there are n matrix equations of the form of equation (A8)
which may be written
where







The problem may be restated: given V and B find the best estimate ACT
for ACT.
XN. ^^
The best estimate ACT is the value of ACT which minimizes the sum of the
squares of the residuals e^e where
eTe = (v - B ACT)T(V - B ACT) (A10)
In order to minimize equation (A10), the first variation 6 with respect to ACT must
vanish; that is,
6(eTe) = e[(v - B ACT)T(V - B ACT)] = 0
6(eTe) = -2(vT - ACTTBT)B6 ACT = 0
Since 6 ACT •* 0, equations (All) can be satisfied if




Solving for the estimate of ACT in equation (A12) gives




APPENDIX A - Continued
A second necessary condition for equation (A10) to be a minimum is that the second
variation with respect to ACT be positive definite. Upon examination, the second varia-
tion is
%Ta) =6ee  26 Aa^B^BS ACT
****
which is positive definite. Therefore, equation (A13) is a valid expression for ACT.
^^
Since equation (A13) is based on a linear approximation with nominal CT^
 o, ACT
can be used to find the best estimates (h. With the relationship CT = CT.. + ACT, the value
^ J u XV
of ACT which minimized equation (A10) leads to a new nominal CT^
 n = CT.J n + ACT. This
*^ J>u Jju
process implies an iterative procedure which continues until ACT — 0 and the value
of c*
 0 that leads to this result is the best estimate of ch for CT;.
J 9 J J
Partial Derivatives of Projection Equations
For equations (A5)
Xj = F(a.) +
 6i (j = 1, 2, 3)
yt = F(CT.) + ei (i = 1, . . ., n)
The partial derivatives of F and F with respect to CTJ, CT2, and CTJ are as follows.
Let
p = XjX .+
q = XgX +














—-- = -i sin a< + Y cos aj) - /sin a
u
sin (TJ + Y cos a,) - /sin CTn cos
sin (T + Y cos a + Z cos a
APPENDIX A - Concluded
Coordinate Transformation
Object space points and the position of the camera are initially identified in terms
of geodetic latitude, longitude, and altitude above sea level. These data are obtained
from maps of the photographed area and radar observations of the vehicle trajectory. In
order to reference the data relative to the camera as described previously, the Earth-
centered geocentric coordinates of both the object space points and the vehicle position
are computed by
Xi = (Ri + ni)cos *i cos Ai




4>i = *. - ll'35.6635" sin 2^ + 1.1731" sin 4^ - 0.0025" sin 6^
Rt = 6378.388(0.998320047 + 0.001683494 cos 2^ - 0.000003549 cos
where
i = 1 for the vehicle position
i = 2 . . . n + 1 for the object space points
In the preceding discussion the X axis is in the equatorial plane pointing toward
the Greenwich meridian, the Y axis 90° east in the equatorial plane, and the Z axis
toward the north pole. A slight error is introduced by adding altitude to the Earth's
radius vector but this error is negligible for the accuracy desired of this system.
The following transformation maps the geocentric coordinates into object space
coordinates relative to the camera where the X axis points east, the Y axis points
north, and the Z axis points toward the zenith.
-sin A ., cos
-cos A« sin <$.. -sin Aj sin <PJ
cos Aj cos $., sin A* cos <£j
cos
sin
This transformation is obtained by a positive rotation about the Z axis through an
angle of 90° + Aj followed by a position rotation about the new X axis through an




The program listing follows:
PROGRAM VOPD(INPUT»OUTPUT»TAPE5=INPUT,TAPEi>=OUTPUT,TAPE10,TAPE:9) A 1
DIMENSION KRR(2S) , I S A V E ( J O ) , A S A V E O U l , Y S A V E ( 3 0 ) » X R R < 2 5 ) » RR(20 A 2
1) » OS* (20 ) » O X Y ( 2 0 ) A 3
DIMENSION X | _ A M ( 2 0 ) » XMU(?0 ) . X N U ( 2 0 ) » R ( 2 , 6 ) » B S ( 6 , 2 ) » X N ( b , 6 ) , EP A 4
15(2*20 . ) * C ( 6 » l ) » *MM(20) , X M N ( 2 0 ) » 00(20) . Nf i (20)» X ( 2 0 ) . Y ( 2 0 ) . S A 5
2 X ( 2 0 ) , S Y ( 2 0 ) » IDENT(o) . C M ( 2 0 ) , CN(2u) , I P I V O T ( b ) * INDEX(6»2) A 6
DIMENSION PHI60(100)» P H l b M ( l O O ) » PHI8S(100 )» X L O U D ( I O O ) ? XLOWMdO A 7
1 0 ) ' A S
DIMENSION XLObS(lOO)t TXYZT (20 f*) * TGTTAB (20 »3> » XYZTAHO). XX(20) A 9
1* YT(20)» XNTt"MP(b»6) » A^UNIT(6it>) A 10
DIMENSION TTHJCJO)* TTHJMlCvO)* TPHJ(vO)* TPHJMII90). TKJ(90) A 11
DIMENSION Gt"OUA(6»3)» Gt:oub(6.3) A 12
Dl!"£lMSION NPK200), IK^M(lOi.i), TIMX(IOO). XXX(50)» YYY(bO)« ZZ2(50 A 13
1) , XFn^dOO) A 14
DI«£NSION lOUr(lOO)* IFM(IOO)* JOUT(b.lOO) A Ib
COMMON /Ad/ IU*lwV*TX(bO> *VVX(SO) *VVY(50) *VVZ(50) *H(50) *ALT(50) *V A Ib
: 1X0(50) ,VYO(50) A 17
COKHOiM /OtrtCOS/ XLAM,XMU,XNU A IB
DATA (KAL)=57.4r9'577951) , (Pl=3.14159265) , (FTPKM=3280.8336) » (FACTOR=. A 19
171361640020-5) * (EkAOKM = b37^.16b) »<V = 0.0) A 20





I (<EAO (5*76) (X9W(I) *rt«R(l) .1=1,25) A 26
i. KEAO (5*77) . A 28
IF (EOF,5) 13,?00 A 29
200 JUMP=0 A 31
3 frEAO C5,7S) TII»IWV,S1M,51A,S2M,S2A,S3M,S3A A 32
4 fcdAj (S,79) (ALT(l)*VXU(I)»VrO(I)»I=l.lWV) A 34
5 k£AO (5,80) NT»NFR»NTFK»(NHT(L)»L=1«NFK) A 3b
b htflO (•J.yi) (IFriM('l) ,.TIMX(I> » 1 = 1 ,IM7Fr<) A 3«
00730t=1,NfFK A 40|< i ) .A ttl
(M(M *XXX(I) *YYY( I ) <£2Z( [) «VVX(I) *VVYU) tVVZII) «H(p * A n2
11 = 1 , 1 1 1 ) A «*3
RE40 (5,82) CC,Pr i I ,THZ»KZ»ALPMAI,XOMEGI»XKAPI A 46
PHITE-!=PHI A 49
TwCPhI=(2 .»PHl ) /RAO A 50
FOftPMl=2.»TWOPHI A 51
SlAPnI=3.»TWOPriI A 52
S1NTPO = SIN(T«/OPHI) A 53




PHU = P.-iI . A bO
DP«=57.29577951 A 59
PHU = PnIZ/QPR A 60
1HZ=T^Z/OPR A 61
24
APPENDIX B - Continued
D01lOOIJK=l»NT A 62
(5»33) ITGT,THJ»THJMI»PHIJ»PHIJMI,RJ A 63
TTMJ(II-3T)=TrtJ A 65
TTrtjMt(ITGT)=THJMI A 66
TPMJU TGT)=PHIJ A 67
TPnoM[(IIGT)=PHIJMI ' A 68
1100 TKJ(ITGT)=RJ
1C K £ A O (5»60 ) NOJT A 71
IF (NOur.LT.l) GO TO 12 A 72
11 £ £ A O (5,dM < IFM( I ) ,<JUUT<J , I )»J= l»6 ) , I=1»NOUT) A 73
00 13uI = l,NOUT A 7<»
DO 130J=1.6 A 75
IF (JOUT(J. I ) .LT. l ) JOUT(J.I)=101 A 76
130 CONTIMJE A 77
12 fiEAQ (5,80) NGO.(IOUTd) ,1 = 1,NT) A 79
DO 15 LL=1,NT A 80
IF ( IOur (LL) .LT.l) IOUT<LU=101 A bl
.15 CONTINUE A b2
IF < JUHP.GT.O) GO TO 20 A b<»
DO IS N=1,NF^ A 85
1*1? A bb
< 1 S A V E < I) , X S n V t i < I) , Y S A V E 11) ,1FKAM,1 = 1 ,IUP) A 87
YPC=0. A titi
00 16 1=1.12 . " A 90
X P C = X P C » X S A V E ( I ) / 1 2 . A 91
=(I)/12. A 92
r < N > A 93
11=12 ! A 9<»
DO 16 1=1,IUP A 95
> S A V t ( I ) = 0 . : A 96
Y S A V E U ) = 0 . I A 97
00 I? J=1,3 I A 98
11=II>1 | A 99
X S A « P ( D = X S A V E ( I ) »XSAVE( I i l ) /3 . : A 100
17 Y S f l V E ( H' = Y S A V E < I ) »YSAVE( l ; l ) / 3 . ' A 101
18 1 S A « E ( D = I S A V E ( I I ) A 102





AON"-:GP=/OMEGI . A no
21 K K = * K * t A 112
IF (KK.LE.NFH) GO TO 22 A 113
ENO FILH 10 A lib
*«UE. < 6 » 7 7 ) A 117
GO TO (1.2,3,^*5.b,7,8,9,10.11,12,13)» NGO A 118
22 NJ=NPT(i<K) A 119
R £ A O (^ ,87) IFPAM,XPC,YPC A 120
X F r ? A « < = I F r t A M A 121
CALL FTLUP ( X F i U M , T I » 1 » N T K K . X F K M . T I M X ) A 122
CALL FILU^ (TI . X Y Z . l . I I I . T X . X X X ) A 123
A Y Z T A 6 ( 1 ) = A Y Z A \d^
CALL FTLOP JTI . A Y Z » 1 » 1 1 I . T X , Y Y Y ) A 125
X Y Z T 4 B ( 2 ) = X Y Z A 126
CALL PTLU^ (Ti , X Y Z , i . n I . T X . Z Z Z I A 127
3 ) = < Y Z A 128
25
APPENDIX B - Continued
IF (.\OUT.LT.1) GO TO 25 A 129
DO 2* l=l.NOUT
 A 130
IF (IFKAM.N-I.IFMd) ) G(j TO ?A
 A 131
IF <jour(i,i).ME.ioo) oo TO 25 A 132
00 23 L=ltNJ A 133
33 REftO (9,67) ITGT,ACO»YCO A 13<»
*RITE (6»8>» IFXAM
 A 13S
GO fO 21 A 136
2* CONTINUE A 137
25 INJ=0 A L3H
N«=0 A 139
WRITE (6,77) A 1*0
VrRITE (o»89) A Inl
00 31 JJ=l»NJ
 A 1^2
PEAO (9»87) ITGT»XCO»YCO ' A K3
IF (NOUT.LT.l) GO TO 2» A IW
DO ^} I = l.NOUT A i^c,
IF ([FKAM.NE..IFMUM 00 TO 27 A 1^6
DO 26 M=l,6 A 147
IF (ITGT.iNE.JOUTH,!) ) GO TO 26 A l<+8
NK=NK»1 A 1^9
IF «NJ-NK).LT.2) GO TU 2W A IbO







28 00 29 I=1»NT A 155
IF (lOUT(I).NE.ITGT) GO TO 29 A 156
NK=NK«l
 A Ib7
IF ((NJ-NK) .LT.2) GO TO 30 A 15»
h^ITE (6»90> ITGT • A 159
GO TO 31 A IhO
















lOfwT (MJ)=!T<>T A 1 /J





















GEOOo ( I.MJ.3) =KJ
 A 1^5




















= = -UJ - . t93239«o l l lU» i>I i<JTPO + . 0000 325861 1 1 11 1 1 1 « S I N F P D * 7 . 222222
1222222£-07«5INSPO
T G T T f t : i d N J , l > = T n J
T G T T A 3 ( INJ,3) =
IMJ=INJ
N=,\J
I K U N C O = 1 0
ai »KNSXY/
(2) =XY2TA4 (2) 'HHiiXY/:
( 3) =XYZTAH f 3) »KM.sXY2
TXY2T(1,1)=TI
TXYZTd ,21=<Y^TA6(1)<>VKTP^M
TXYZT ( 1 »3>=XY2TArt (2) »VFTPM«1
TXYiT (1 »^>=x,YZTAo(3) 'VFTPKM
CALL rorcan (0) »NJ»RZ»PHl2»Tri2tTXY2T»TGTTA8>
00 33 1=1. NJ
TGTr63(I,3)=TGTTAB(I»3)«FlPKM/lGOO.
•i'MTE ( 0 * 9 1 ) IOENTU) i ( T C - T T A e d t J ) »J= l»3) t ( G E O D A ( I t J )
II) iX^Ud) ,XNU(I)
T G T r A r 3 < I . . 3 ) = T G T T A c l < I f 3 ) / F f P K M < » 1 0 0 0 .
000^10=00
CC=CC**M»SFOCAL














T H C N = 2 . » N
00 34 1=1, N
A X ( 1 ) - f . ( I t
Y Y U ) = . r ( I )
DG 3S 1 = 1«N
A ( [ >=X ( (I
DO 36 1=1, N
Y ( I > =r ( I ) » « N » b X Y
V i K l Ft (6 ,95) .
00 3 / 1=1, N
h R I T E (6 ,94) I O E N T ( I ) ,X ( I ) ,V ( 1 )
00 38 t = l , N
M I I = A < I ) « F 4 C T O r t
Y ( 1 ) = Y ( 1 ) » F 4 C T O ^
IF dRUN) 42,42,39












































































A (I )=X*( 1)
Y(I)=Yf (I)


























*RIT£ (^ .97) IOENT( I) ,X(I) .Yd)
CALL ALPbET (TI.ALFA.HETA,ETA,CVP,SIG2,SIG1,SIG3>
-£ (6,98)















































































FFC = SO~iF_GA A 328
IF UC1SE-1) S2»S2,31 A 32V
5} CONTINUE A 330
IF ( ITEX-22) 53»52.52 A 331
52 CONTINUE A 33Z
WHITE (6 , lOo> A 333
53 CONTINUE A 334
j=0 A 33*
54 J=J*1 A 336
* M C = a A C « X L A M ( J) »h>4C«XMU(J) »CCC°XNU(J) A 337
AM< J) »ririCP«XMU(Jt +CCCP»XNU(J) A 33B
( J) »tEC*AMU( J) »FlrC«XNU(J) A 339
M( J) =XMC/OC A
.ANN( Jt =<IMC/GC ~" " - '" A
CC(J)=CC/OC . A
A A 1 = 5 )^ T( (XUl-XPCSTOl^^^+tYtJl-YPCSTOJ^'a) A 343
KK(J»s«Xl A 344
CALL FfLUP (XAl




(I •J)=OISTO*»U(J)-Xf'C)-CC«XMM(J) A 349
J)-rPC)-CC»XNN(J} A 3bO
)»»r; + e:Pb(2»J)<>il2) A 351
CM( J»sCC*<M.M( J) A 352
CM J) =CC»XNN ( J) A 3!:>3
IP (ICa5E-l) 56,56»S5 A 354
55 CONTINUE A 355
IF (ITEX-22) -S7,56t56 A 356
56 CONTINUE A 3^7
(*«ifd: (6.101) EPSU.J) »tPb(?.J> »IOENT(J) A 35tt
57 IF (IT^-?.LE.l) SU"i=SUM + ePS(l.J)*»EP5(l»J)»EPS(2»J)«EPS(2»J) A 359
IF (N-J) S8,Sb»54 A 360
58 COfcTtNUt i . . A 361
IF ULfNE.Or .<tS) ILINc = 0 A 363
JJ=l .A 3o4
IF t (Trl^.LE.l) XX.xJ=N A 3»^
UO 6^ J=1«N • A 366
IF (J-->J6< JJ) ) '>Gt'3V«t>i; A J6/
59 JJ=JJ»l A 366
GO TO o?. A J69
60 IF (43S(EP5<1»JI I-VI 6l.6l»b3 A 370
61 IF <a^S(EPS(2.J) )-V) 62J62»63 A 371
62 CONTINUE A 372
£ < o » 1 0 2 ) ( < E P S ( M f M M » ,M=1 »2) »Mf"=l »N) A 373
E to ,103) A 374
GO TO 21 A 37S
63 UO 04 1=1,3 . A J7b
C ( I , M = U i O A 377
00 0^ r^=l,3 A 37.a
AMI, < )=D. 0 A 379
64 COM INUE A
JJ=1 A
00 7C J=1,N - A 3«2
IF (J- .NG(JJ)) 66»65»66 A 3b3
29
APPENDIX B - Continued
05 JJ=JJ*l A 3b<f
GO TO 70 A
t>6 FFl=4ac-U0C»X"M<J) A







hHl =*LA*l( J) B$ALPHA»XrlU(i ) "(JALPHA . A 39«»
S1=-FF2<MLAMJ>»I->'1MVU<J> A 395
S2=FF3<MHl »GGI tt*MJ(J) A 39b
*Kt» l»XMU( J> A 397
A 39t*
. A 399
H( l»?>=S«i«OJ( J) ' A 400
fc)(l »3>=-CC«XN*(J) A 401
H < c ? t ] I =Sdl«Oi)( J) ' A <«0<2
B ( c » 2 ) =^b-?»00( J) A
B < < T f 3 > =CC»XMM(J) A
UO o7 1-1.3 A
b S ( i . 1 ) s « ( l » | ) A
bi?< J , ?>=B(^ ,1 J A
67 COMIMUE A 40<*
00 69 l=l«3 A 409
CO t»3 L=it£ A 41°
C(I»t)=C(I»l)+bS(l»D8<-EHS(L»J» A 411
68 CONrtNJt A 412
00 69 K=l«3 A 413
DO 69 L=l«2 . A *»14
=XN( I ,K) *dS( I»L)*h(L,K) A 415
[«K )=XN( I .K )+ r fS { I t L )«d (L»K) A 416
69 CONTINUE A 417
70 CO.\riNUP A 418
Jl=3 A 419
. J2=l A 420
CALL MAT I iMV UN<l f l )»J l .»Cl l« l> »J2«UETERM*IPIVOT»INDEX,6.ISCALE) A « » 2 1
DO M r= l«3 A 422
00 n J=l»3 A 4^3
M A N U N l T ( l t J ) = 0 . A 424
DO ft 1=1.3 A 42b
DO /2 K=1.3 A 4<?o
DO 72 J=l.3 A 4<e7
72 X N U N t r ( I » i O = X N ( I t J ) # X i N T E w H < J f K } * X N U N I T ( I . K ) A 426
ALPnA^ = ALPrtAK + C(l,l) A 429
OK«LG43=OMcGAR*C(2» 1) A 430
*K4?« = X><A,PR + C(3 .1 ) A 431
IF <x .<aPK.LT.O. ) XKAPK = XKAP4 + TWOPI A 432
IF (AUPMA^.LT.O. ) ALPHAh'=ALPriAR + TwOPl , A 433
IF <Gv|1iGAr/.LT.-PU Oi1t(jAP = l)M£GAk»T»/OPI A 434
If <X -<APK.GT .T . vOP l ) AKAPf< = XKAPh<-TVvUPI A 435
IF < ALPHAS. £r.T*/OP I) ALPhAK=ALPriA«-TWOPI . A 436





1COONT=ICOU.MT + 1 . A 442
' IF (ICOJNr-21) 46.,46»73 A 443
73 SU"=0. ' A 444
00 H J=1.N A 445
30

































S(j/" = SLM»EPS ( I»J ) - * *2*EPS(?» 'J>**^
SU^sSQ^T (SU"/T'ION)
W*I It ('3. 104) MJM
ALPtt4P=ALPrtA
XOMEGP = X,0~'.EG
X K A P P = x K 4 P
IF <AL' : 'HAP.LT. ' l . .OK.ALPHAP.GT.TdOPI) ALPHAP = ALPHAI
IF i « * A P P . L T . O . . O K . X K A P P . G T . T W O P I > XKAPP=XKAPI
IF UOi'EuP.LT. -PI.Orf.XOMK.GP.GT.PI) XOME&P = XOMEGI
GO TO (21 .4Q) , IFOCFG





F O ^ M a f (215.6F5.0)
F O K ^ a r (3F10.1)
F On M a T ( I 6 1 5 )
FOi^ar (1 15. IF 10.1)
FOH.-4T (oFlo . l )
FOfi^ai ( 1 1 10 »bF10.2)
FO^Mir (715)
FOS^a T ( 1 IS/ ( 715) )
FOn iAT ( « X » 1 I^»3CX»1F7.3,3X, IF7.3,6X.1I4)
F O ^ M ^ T ( 1 (5.2E 1 3. 7)
FOrJwar ( / / / /6* t B Ft?AME«»l I«t«»lGNOW£D t>Y USEWS DIRECTION*)
F O K M a j ( /1X,»L— 'a><K LONGI TUJE LAT-GOCN ftAO £K KM LAT-GODT A L T I T
luoE-rr XLAC. XHU XNU*)
FO^.^lT ( 1 I5 .2x» »IGNOKEI) HY iJbEPS DIRECTION 0 )
FOnc»T ( l t 5«^x«^F IO.^ f lK l ( ) .3 t lF lu .5 t lF '11 .3*3 l r 10 .7 )
FOKi«a r ( l hO»»VEHfCLE X Y Z XPC YPC
I CC»)
F O K M A T ( 7 X . 3 F 10.2. JF10.5)
F0**4 f (1 I4«?F IS.rt)
FO^Maj ( l i-i0.32iiL-MAwK XCO FINAL YCO FINAL)
F0fi>ia| ( l M O < < » L - M A K K O t t t X * lhX« I< tX t 1HY«11X«6MK U I ST . 9X t 7HOELTA R)
F O « M A T (In .I3.4F15.S)
F O f i M A T ( lnO.» KriUME, TIME SIGl S1G2 SIG3 XP YP
iPbi TnETo PHI ALPHA HETA E T A * > )
F O K w a r (1 IS, 41- i.3.2F7.3.?F i 1.3. 1F^. 3.3F8.3. 1F9.3)
FOnviar ( l r t 0 .47Hp^ESIOUALS K * ( I ) K Y ( 1 ) L-MARK)
F O r t v ! 4 T ( 2 X . 2 F l l S . t 5 i l l l U )
FOsMiT ( / / 2E2 \ .4 i
FORMAT (///I In £NO OF JOfc!)
FOKM4T ( l r tO,6X,«STANUAKU DEVIATION OF RESIDUALS*. 1F13.5)
FORMAT ( / /»IX,»£NU OF CASE*)
.END
SUBKOUflNE TGTCAM d>lC.NJ,KZ.PHIZ.THZ» T X Y Z T .TGTTAB)
DIMENSION A (3 .3 ) . X Y Z T A b ( J » l ) . XSYSZS(3.1) . TGTTAB (20.3) » B(3.3)«
1 D X Y Z J < 3 . 1 ) » O x Y Z J P ( 3 . l ) . A M V ( 3 » 1 ) . A M V B ( 3 . 1 ) . DEL JPT ( 1 00 .3 ) » TXYZT.
?(20.4)
OlMcNS ION A " T A t ) ( 2 0 ) . A M U T A b ( 2 0 ) » VTA8(2(J )
































































APPENDIX B - Continued
B U
B 14
A S Y 5 Z S d . l ) = X Z B IS
A S Y S Z S J 2 , I) =YZ B It.
A S Y 5 2 S ( 3 , J ) = Z Z B 17
A d t l » = - S l N T H Z B 18
Ad,2)=-SlNP2»COSTHZ B 19
A d»3)=»COb^ZoCO$Tr iZ B 20
A ^ , t » = C O S T - i Z B 21
A (?.^) =-5INPZ*SlNTHZ B 22
A(«i t3)=SlNW1COSPZ B 2J
A ( 3 » M = 0 . . B 24
A13 ,21=CO^PZ B 25
A ( 3 t 3 ) = s r > l P Z B 26"
INC = 0 B 27
1NCMNO1 B 28
Tl = r < Y Z T U N C . n B 2^
A Y 2 T a - i ( l « D = T A Y Z T ( I N C f 2 ) B JO
X Y Z r M ( - > . l ) = T X Y Z T < l N C . - S ) H 31
AYZ f a s < 3. 1 ) = T * Y Z T ( I N C » < * ) B ^
T G T h L G = 0 . B J3
INJ=0 B 34
INJ=INJ»1 8 3S
T H J O s T O T T H B d . M J t l ) B 36
P h I J O = r o r T A d ( I N J f 2 ) B 37
KJ= I3TTAr i ( INJt3) B 36
THj=THjJ/Oh>s B 3V
IF ( l O T K L G ) 3.3.5 B *»1
CONTlNijt! B 42
IGTFu3=l. 6 «»3
DO 4 1 = 1,3 8 4<+
DO 4 j= l.J B 45
A S Y 5 ? S ( I , l ) = A ( I » J ) » X Y i : T A i 5 ( J , l ) » X S Y S Z S ( I » l ) B 46
A S = A S Y S Z S ( l , l ) B 47
Yb = * 5 Y 5 Z S (.2, 1) • 8 4b
Z S = x 5 Y S Z a ( 3 , l ) B 49
B bO
(TEMP) 8 bl
A L = 4 7 4 N 2 ( Z S , T £ M H ) 8 b2
ALPr=AL°DP« . B 53
• B 54
B 55
T t M P = A 5 » « 2 + Y S » » 2 » Z S » » 2 B 56
fc=5Q«T<Tf"P> B 57
SINT = S M < T > 8 5d
C O S ? = C O - > ( T ) B 59
S i N 8 L = S I N ( A L > B 60
C 0 5 A L = C U b ( A L ) B 61
8 62
8 o3
H ( 1 ,3) =li. B t>4
b ( 2 , l )= -S IN f tL B CObT B b5
B (36
- 8 b7
fct(3. n =COSAL«COST b b«
B( 3,^1 =.ilNT«*COSAL - b b9



















DELf«j = S )«T (TEMPI
AKv ( I « I > = OELX J/OELHJ
A M V O t I >=OtLZJ/JELKJ
00 o 1=1.3
AMVdd »1> =0.
CO 6 J= l t3
A M v r 3 ( I , l ) = 3 ( I t J ) « A M V ( J » l ) * A ; - i v B ( I « l )
O X Y Z J ( l » l ) = J t L ! U
D x f Z J ( ; ? , l > = O t L Y J
DO 7 1=1.3
DO 7 J=1.3



















































































































































































A6=COS(Tn ;£T f l k J
66=
b6=
» V A U »
<»VY1





















6 E T 4 = A r A N 3 ( V P t U P )
E T A O = £ T A » ^ D
V2=UP»UV3*VP»


























LANGLEY LIBRARY SUBROUTINE MATINV
Language: FORTRAN
Purpose^ MATINV solves the matrix equation AX = B, where A is a square coeffi-
cient matrix and B is a matrix of constant vectors. The solution to a set of simul-
taneous equations, the matrix inverse, and the determinant may be obtained. If the -
user does not want the inverse, use SIMEQ for savings in time arid storage. For the
determinant only, use DETEV.
Use: CALL MATINV(A,N,B,M,DETERM,IPIVOT,INDEX,NMAX,ISCALE)
A A two-dimensional array of the coefficients. On return to the calling









The order of A, 1 S N i NMAX
A two-dimensional array of the constant vectors B. On return to the
calling program, X is stored in B
The number of column vectors in B. The expression M = 0 signals
that the subroutine is used solely for inversion; however, in the CALL
statement an entry corresponding to B must still be present
Gives the value of the determinant by the formula
DET(A) = (l0100)ISCALE(DETERM)
A one-dimensional array of temporary storage used by the routine
A two-dimensional array of temporary storage used by the routine
The maximum order of A as stated in the DIMENSION statement of the
calling program
A scale factor computed by the subroutine to keep the results of compu-
tation within the floating-point word size of the computer
35
APPENDIX C - Concluded
Restrictions: Arrays A, B, IPIVOT, and INDEX have variable dimensions in the subrou-
tine. The maximum size of these arrays must be specified in a DIMENSION statement
of the calling program as A(NMAX,NMAX), B(NMAX,M), IPIVOT(NMAX), and
INDEX(NMAX,2). The original matrices A and B are destroyed. They must be saved
by the user if there is further need for them. The determinant is set to zero for a
singular matrix.
Method: Jordan's method is used to reduce a matrix A to the identity matrix I through a
succession of elementary transformations ln, ln_i, . . ., l\. A = I. If these trans-
formations are simultaneously applied to I and to a matrix B of constant vectors, the
results are A'1 and X where AX = B. Each transformation is selected so that the
largest element is used in the pivotal position. (See ref. (a).)
Accuracy: Total pivotal strategy is used to minimize the rounding errors; however, the
accuracy of the final results depends upon how well-conditioned the original matrix is.
Reference: (a) Fox, L.: An Introduction to Numerical Linear Algebra. Oxford Univ.
Press, 1965.
Storage: 542g locations.
Subroutine date: August 1, 1968.
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APPENDIX D
LANGLEY LIBRARY SUBROUTINE FTLUP '.
Language: FORTRAN
Purpose: Computes y = F(x) from a table of values using first- or second-order
interpolation. An option to give y a constant value for any x is also provided.
Use: CALL FTLUP(X, Y, M, N, VARI, YARD)
X The name of the independent variable x.
Y The name of the dependent variable y = F(x).
M The order of interpolation (an integer)
M = 0 for y a constant. VARD(I) corresponds to VARI(I) for
I = 1, 2, . . ., N. For M = 0 or N ^ 1, y = F(VARI(1)) for any value
of x. The program extrapolates.
M = 1 or 2. First or second order if VARI is strictly increasing (not
equal).
M = -1 or -2. First or second order if VARI is strictly decreasing (not
equal).
N The number of points in the table (an integer).
VARI The name of a one-dimensional array which contains the N values of the
independent variable.
VARD The name of a one-dimensional array which contains the N values of the
dependent variable.
Restrictions: All the numbers must be floating point. The values of the independent
variable x in the table must be strictly increasing or strictly decreasing. The fol-
lowing arrays must be dimensioned by the calling program as indicated: VARI(N),
VARD(N).
Accuracy: A function of the order of interpolation used.
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References: (a) Nielsen, Kaj L.: Methods in Numerical Analysis. The Macmillan Co.,
c.1956, pp. 87-91.
(b) Milne, William Edmund: Numerical Calculus. Princeton Univ. Press,
c.1949, pp. 69-73.
Storage: 430g locations.
Error condition: If the VARI values are not in order, the subroutine will print TABLE
BELOW OUT OF ORDER FOR FTLUP AT POSITION xxx TABLE IS STORED IN
LOCATION xxxxxx (absolute). It then prints the contents of VARI and YARD, and
STOPS the program.





A typical basic data computer card format is as follows:
Column
1 shows whether the data are for a landmark or fiducial point and, if
the latter, which fiducial system is being used: 4 is used for land-
marks; 1 for frame corner fiducial points; and 0 for film sprocket
hole fiducial points
2 to 5 vehicle or test identification numbers
7 onboard camera identification number
8 blank
9 to 10 landmark number for landmark readings; 00 for fiducial point
readings
11 film reading system identification number
12 . blank
13 to 14 1, 2, or 3; indicates which of the required three readings (for aver-
aging purposes) of each fiducial point or landmark is on the card
15 to 19 accumulated point number, including fiducials
20 to 40 blank
41 to 47 x-value (in inches x 10~3) of the landmark or fiducial point on the
frame, measured horizontally on the projected image, with origin
at right edge of image or right sprocket holes of film
48 to 50 blank
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Column
51 to 57 y-value (in inches x 10-3)
 Of the landmark or fiducial point on the
frame, measured vertically on the projected image, with origin at
bottom edge of projected image or bottom sprocket holes of film
58 to 63 blank
64 to 67 frame number based on a convenient zero reference frame
Only the data in columns 9 to 10 and after column 40 serve as inputs to the com-
puter program. The remaining data are used for identification and gross reading or
^system error analyses only and may be altered at the user's discretion. For the system
employed at Langley Research Center, the data through column 11 are input manually
on dials located on the digitizer. The remaining data are input automatically and dis-
played on the digitizer. All data are recorded by the typer as well as on the punched
computer cards.
Data Reading
The following discussion is related to the procedures and system currently
employed at the NASA Langley Research Center utilizing the Gerber film reading system
and focuses on getting the basic data into a form usable by the computer.
First a frame reference time must be established and the landmarks and features
to be used must be identified. Next, sketches showing the position of the landmarks (and
features) in relation to other distinct features (for example, mountain ranges, rivers,
surface discolorations) on the film should be prepared. These sketches are useful in
determining the general landmark location on the projected film image.
A typical sequence in reading a frame of film, after the film has been installed in
the film reader, is enumerated. These instructions are for the Gerber film reading
system at the Langley Research Center and may be modified for other systems.
(1) Set the frame counter to the proper value
(2) Establish the image space axes system (x, y) origin (for example, frame corner)
(3) Focus the frame (do not change the focus until the next frame)
(4) Assure that the x and y values increase in the desired direction by moving
the crosshairs
(5) Aline the crosshairs on the first fiducial point (for example, frame corner,
film sprocket hole)
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(6) Assure that all dials on the digitizer are properly set and reset the x and y
values on the digitizer to zero
(7) Assure the readiness of the typer and card punch
(8) Punch the fiducials (three readings for each of the four fiducials)
(9) Adjust the digitizer dials as necessary for landmark readings and punch the
landmarks (three readings each)
(10) Check the printing from the typer for general correctness
(11) Advance to the next frame to be read and repeat these steps.
Finally, the cards should be interpreted and listed. A review of this listing should
reveal any errors or blank cards which should be removed prior to processing.
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CONTROL DATA AND BASIC DATA INPUT DESCRIPTION
Control Data
For user's convenience, program VOPD has been divided into distinctive input and
output groups. Following is a detailed description in computer terminology of the input




























Punch a 1 in column 1
Descriptive title, printed at top
of each output page
1 card
Number of data values in Input
Group 7
Number of data values in Input
Group 4
Multiplying factor to convert
camera yaw angle (crj) to
vehicle yaw angle (i//)
Addition factor to convert
camera yaw angle (aj) to
vehicle yaw angle (i//)
PSI= SIM * SIG1 +S1A,
S1M= +1 or -1
deg
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Multiplying factor to convert
camera pitch angle (0-2) to
vehicle pitch angle (0)
Addition factor to convert deg
camera pitch angle (<j<£i to
vehicle pitch angle (9)
THETA = S2M * SIG2 + S2A,
S2M = +1 or -1
Multiplying factor to convert
camera roll angle ((73) to
vehicle roll angle (<p)
Addition factor to convert deg
camera roll angle (0-3) to
vehicle roll angle (0)
PHI= S3M *SIG3 +S3A,














Altitude table, mean sea level ft
North-South wind velocity
table, + from South
East -West wind velocity
table, + from West
(NFR + 3)/16 cards
Number of landmarks read on
this film, also number of

































Number of frames read from
this film
Number of Input Group 6 data
values
Number of landmarks in each
frame, etc., I = 1 to NFR
NTFR cards
Frame number, does not have
to correspond to frames
read, but must encompass
those of the basic data deck
Flight time of this frame sec
HI cards
Time table sec
X-location of the vehicle . ft
from origin, + East
Y-location of the vehicle ft
from origin, + North
Z -location of the vehicle ft
from origin, + zenith
Vehicle velocity, + toward fps
North
Vehicle velocity, + toward fps
East
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Vehicle velocity, + toward
Earth




























Latitude of the origin of
Group 7 coordinate
system, geodetic
Longitude of the origin
of Group 7 coordinate
system, geodetic
Distance from center of
Earth to origin of Group 7
coordinate system
Initial estimate of camera
Euler yaw angle
Initial estimate of camera
Euler pitch angle
Initial estimate of camera
Euler roll angle
Format (1110, 5F10.1) NT cards
Landmark ID number






















Longitude of this landmark,
minute part only
Geodetic latitude of this
landmark, degree part
only










Input Group 10 Format (115)
1 to 5 NOUT
1 card
Number of data values in
Input Group 11
Input Group 11 Format (715)
Ito 5




Frame number as read from
film
Landmarks to be ignored for
this frame only, I = 1 to 6
for as many as required
If JGUT(I) = 100 this entire frame is ignored; do not remove its data from the
basic data deck.
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Column Parameter Description Units
Input Group 12 Format (1615) NT/16 cards
1 to 5 NGO Input group number to which
program returns after pro-
cessing all the frames of
this job = 13 to stop further
calculations
6 to 10 (etc.) IOUT Landmarks to be ignored in
computations for all frames
Basic Data
The basic data deck as punched from the film reader is input after the control data
deck. It consists of three cards for each of four fiducial frame corners plus three cards
for each of the NPT landmarks for a total of 12 + 3 * NPT cards. Following is a list of
the essential information from the basic data deck required for program operation. For
an explanation of inputs for all columns of the basic data cards see appendix E.
Column Description Units
9 to 10 Landmark number
41 to 47 x-value of landmark on the film in.
51 to 57 y-value of landmark on the film in.
64 to 67 Frame number
Only one copy of this basic data deck is required. For additional calculations with
these data only these input groups, including and following the one specified by NGO,
must be inserted behind this basic data deck.
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PROGRAM VOPD OUTPUT DESCRIPTION
The output of this program is listed one page to a film frame and includes the
following groups of data:
Parameter Description







Earth center to landmark distance
Landmark geodetic latitude







Direction cosines of image space coordinate system
relative to object space coordinate system (see
appendix A)
1 line
X-location of vehicle, same as Input Group 8 XXX
Y-location of vehicle, same as Input Group 8 YYY




























X-location of film frame center, average of fiducials in.
Y-location of film frame center, average of fiducials in.
Camera focal length mm
NPT lines
X-location of landmark in image space (on film) in.
Y-location of landmark in image space (on film) in.
NPT lines
X-location of landmark in object space in.
Y-location of landmark in object space in.
Landmark location from frame center, image space in.




Camera Euler angle, yaw deg
Camera Euler angle, pitch deg
Camera Euler angle, roll deg
X-location of frame center in object space in.
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Description
Vehicle Euler angle, yaw
Vehicle Euler angle, pitch
Vehicle Euler angle, roll
Vehicle pitch angle of attack
Vehicle yaw angle of attack
Vehicle total angle of attack
NPT lines
Error in X-coordinate from frame center
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